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Conn Community Prepares For Inauguration Weekend

BY LUCY INGRAM

On Monday, October 16th, internationally renowned critical theorist Michael Apple will give a lecture in the Education Department on "Between the Past and the Future."

During his visit, Apple will meet with students, faculty, and staff to discuss critical theory and its application to education. The event is part of a larger initiative to bring critical theory to campus, which includes hosting conferences and workshops.

"It is time," writes Apple, "to reverse the prevailing dispensing of political and organizational naivete, and to insist on the moral and prudential responsibilities of power, and on the moral and political responsibilities of power." 

To numerous members of the Conn community and the Connecticut College community as a whole, Apple's cultural critique is both timely and essential.

Michael James, Chair of the Education Department and Associate Professor of Education, believes that bringing Apple to campus is "an opportunity to reflect on what it means to be educated in the 21st century, and especially what it means to be educated in a liberal arts setting like Connecticut College." James adds that he hopes Apple's lecture will generate discussion and debate about the role of education in creating a socially just society.

The symposium will begin at 4:30 p.m. on October 16th, and will be followed by a reception at 5:30 p.m. in the Blaustein Center. The event is open to the public, and admission is free.
Window Into Our World

Fall Weekend is unique. Parents are everywhere, enthusiastic student-athletes take the field against rival teams while their peers cheer them on, and the tent dance provides a perfect ending to the eventful day. While the last remnants of summer warmth are quickly disappearing from the air, the sun will be shining at Harvestfest and the tent dance will be rocking. For many students, the weekend plays out like a roll-reversed "Take your Child to Work Day." Parents get to see how and where their children eat, sleep, study and socialize. In this way, Fall Weekend provides families a once-a-year up close look at the lives of the Conn Students.

The festivities, though, are about more than families. Alumni, too, are invited here, back to the place they once called home. While Shain, Fanning and Blaustein are still here, alumni will be experiencing a campus with a dramatically different landscape. Conn has a new president, a TV channel and a much-improved Old Plex. Inauguration signals a change at the top. From the bottom, it is clear that much has already changed. Fall Weekend this year will give alumni a window into our new Conn world.

Questions? Comments? Concerns?
Write a letter to the editors! We would love to hear what you have to say.

CCVoice@Conncoll.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Letters to the Editor are due strictly by 5:00 p.m., on the Wednesday preceding publication. The College Voice reserves the right to edit letters for clarity and length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may be withheld upon the author’s request. The College Voice will not publish letters deemed to be a personal attack on an individual. The College Voice cannot guarantee the publication of any submission. Letters should be single-spaced, no longer than 300 words, and must include a phone number for verification. Please send all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to: ccvoice@conncoll.edu

Write for the Voice. Byah!

Four Day Forecast

Saturday: Sunny, High 59
Sunday: Partly Cloudy, High 57
Monday: Mostly Sunny, High 58
Tuesday: Showers, High 57

Connecticut College. The Opinion and Editorial sections are comprised of the views of student editors, and are not to be confused with the Connecticut College or the College Voice. All content and editorial decisions are made by student staff members.
OFFENDED!
Magazine Letter to the Editor

Send emails to CL@vorce!

WE'LL PRINT THEM!
The 13th Annual Daniel Klagsbrun Symposium: Big Names and Bigger Ideas

By CLAIRE DOWD


The event contained a dialogue, reading, and a Q&A with Tinti and Matthew Herbert’s Big Band. The event was hosted by Daniel Klagsbrun, who died tragically in New York City.

The symposium is one of the many distinguished events sponsored by the college and has established a tradition at the college, bringing in many distinguished writers. Boyd usually brings in a well-known writer with a unique vision, and this time, the event was paired up Amy Tan, author of *The Joy Luck Club*, and Hannah Tinti.
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Tinti’s novel, *The Joy Luck Club*, explores the lives of Chinese-American families in San Francisco. She read from her most recent writing and what is moral vision.
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More Shows To Enjoy: This Week's Area Concert Calendar

BY PAUL DRYDEN

e-mail paul.dryden@conncoll.edu

TODAY: Come out to SFO if you want to see some really cool student projects. Get hyped.

Donnie Darko: Not Your Typical Film Following

BY ANDREW MARGENOT

e-mail andrew.margenot@conncoll.edu

If you asked, "Who, Donnie Darko, the kid or the movie? Donnie Darko?" then chances are you have never seen this film. Directed by Richard Kelly, its debut was minimal, it was neither a commercial nor a critical success. First presented at the Sundance Film Festival in 2001, it went on to win various film awards. The New York Times called it "a perfect little film." (RE: The Unfinished P...)

Whatever the case, few showings of Darko failed and so it went on to DVD-where, contrary to expectations, its popularity exploded. In fact, this film has been so successful that a "Donnie Darko cult" has been created, stemmed its latest buzz. When the film returned to theaters in January of 2004 as Donnie Darko: The Director's Cut, it fea...-

用电波的折射，心灵的感召，让"Donnie Darko"的魔力倾泻...
**NEWS**

**"C4 TV" Kicks Off With A Bang**

**BY HALLEY HOFMANN**

Staff Writer

In closets, corners and shelves units across campus there is a veritable treasure trove of Connecticut College media: Dance performances, theater productions, memorable speeches, and various other video documented works simply sit and gather dust, waiting to be experienced once again. That is, until C4 TV.

C4 TV is a Connecticut College Closed Circuit Television and is a student club, not just the assumed name of channel 82. The club has been in the works for two years now and was "created as an easily accessible venue for students to demonstrate their artistic visions, showcase their abilities, and/or voice their opinions," according to Wilson Stiner, a junior in film production classes. C4 TV has also stood to remedy various problems such as access to art works that weren't able to will still be exposed, as well those who didn't know about it. Also, it will be an excellent venue for students in film production classes and others to display semester projects and other materials. Though still in its fledgling stage, C4 TV has the potential to be a highly influential aspect of life at Conn.

Along with the various archived events being shown, C4 TV also plans on broadcasting regular scheduled programs such as dining hall rumors, weather, an events schedule, and student created. However, there are certainly the shorthand goals. In the long run, C4 TV wishes programming to include non-copyrighted material (somebody but Horrid and Sci-Fi anyone?), live events, and possibly programming skin grown to clubs or individuals.

C4 TV also stands to remedy various problems such as access to art works simply sit and gather dust, waiting to be experienced once again. That is, until C4 TV.

"I am aware of what is going on and pledge to you to do everything possible to prevent violence from occurring in New London," said Senator Stillman during the vigil. "I want to provide a safer environment for young boys and girls in our community." Mayor Beth Saliba added that she wanted to start an after school program in order to keep young boys and girls safe following regular school hours. She reiterated that violence against girls is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.

**Emmanuel continued from page 1**

Connecticut with his wife, Fiddergier (who will be teaching French in the spring at Conn) and his four year-old daughter. He is thoroughly enjoying his teaching experience at Connecticut College, where he loves the atmosphere he is involved with, the responsiveness of his students, and the small class size, which allows for "great discussion." He commented that he would love to continue to teach at Connecticut College after this year if the opportunity arises.

One last but not least, Emmanuel offered two important pieces of advice for college students: First, read as much as you can. Second, use the bookstore as a tool to pursue and immerse yourself in your interests. Search for information that goes beyond readings and class lectures, and apply this information as well as challenge it.

WANTED:

Lonely, stressed-out News Editor seeks numerous writers to make her feel more at ease. She enjoys editing, Quark, long walks on the beach, kittens, and enough staff to cover all the eventful happenings on campus. No specific gender required. Preferably no criminal record. Experience a plus!

Seriously. Join the rest of the talented news staff, improve your writing, and get to know the Conn campus a little better. Contact Sophie Mathewson at ccvoice@conncoll.edu.

**You would be crazy not to write for the Voice...**

**New London Says “NO” To Violence**

**BY VALIDY MATOS**

Contributing Writer

Due to the recent events that have taken place in our nation, the New London Public School system and the Women’s Center of South Eastern, Connecticut co-sponsored a quiet vigil to support young girls and women in this country on Wednesday, October 12. Jennifer Blanco, a senior in New London High School, led the conversation on the steps of Bennie Dover Jackson Middle School.

Ms. Blanco, along with members of the New London community, Senator Andrea Stillman, New London Mayor Beth Saliba and several Connecticut College students were present to show their support in ending this type of violence in light of the recent killing of five girls in an Amish schoolhouse in Pennsylvania. After this event, Jennifer Blanco teamed with several co-sponsors to involve the New London Community as a whole.

Jennifer Blanco added that she wanted to start an after school program in order to keep young boys and girls safe following regular school hours. She reiterated that violence against girls is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.

Each person in attendance was given a single rose at the beginning of the vigil and wrote phrases in unison in the center to show their support. Jennifer Blanco added that the last remarks were inspiring, as Connecticut College’s chaplain Carolyne Paterno, said a prayer to end the gathering.

**Spring Break 2007 Celebration**

20th Anniversary w/ Sun Splash Tours

Free trip on every 12 before Nov. 1

Free Meals & Parties, Hottest Deals Ever

Group Discounts on 6+ Hottest Spring Break Destinations

1800-426-7710

www.sunsplashtours.com
Parents:

Subscribe to The College Voice!

The College Voice can help you stay informed. For only $50.00, you will receive 22 issues of the newspaper covering each week of the academic year. Campus news, sports, arts, entertainment, and opinion, will arrive in your mailbox each week.

Imagine calling your son or daughter, and knowing more than he or she about the opening game against Colby. Picture the surprised look on your child’s face when you quiz them about convocation.

We urge you to consider subscribing to The Voice. Not only will you be supporting an entirely student-run organization, you will grow intimately involved each week with the workings of the Connecticut College community.

Yes! Please sign me up for a one-year subscription to The College Voice. I have enclosed a $50 check or money order for twenty-two issues of the newspaper.

Mailing Address
Name: ________________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ State: ______ Zip: ______

MAIL AT ONCE TO:
The College Voice
Box 4970 Connecticut College
270 Mohegan Ave
New London, CT 06320

Please make checks payable to The College Voice
The Camel Fun Page

Top 10 Harvestfest Moments!

10. Chili Con Carne.

9. The Club Soccer Calendar.

8. The Club Soccer Calendar.

7. Parents getting subscriptions to The Voice.

6. Ben Sherman lovingly embracing Mr. Strauss.

5. All the leaves are brown...and the sky is gray.

4. Putting everything on your parent's tab for the weekend.

3. Golden Retrievers and other assorted dogs roaming around.

2. That moment right before you get into the tent dance and everything's really loud and you're really excited.

1. Being in the tent dance.

Hint: He filmed his latest movie in Boston over the last few years.

---

**ACROSS**

1. Big-jawed reptile, for short
2. Rolling in dough
3. Spanuts
4. Conqueror of the Aztecs
5. PUblicity
6. "Dedicated to the Love"
7. Instant
8. Spatula
9. Tennis court drama
10. Commotion
11. Release
12. Perfume compound
13. Bird with a bundle?
14. Hawaiian port
15. "Rose Tattoo" actress
16. Worlds of exploration
17. "Expressive Housewives"
18. Clean-cut
19. Inflamed
20. Racetrack drama
21. Baking chamber
22. _For us a precedent leveling
24. Longoria of "Desperate Housewives"
25. Group of stations
26. Basketball court drama
27. Football field drama
28. Dock docker grounding
29. Butterfly
30. Louisville Slugger
31. PoetrY Muse
32. "Starpeace" musician
33. Close In on
34. Fit for cultivation
35. Cup lip
36. 80 dyof water
37. Inspector
38. Get from (progress slightly)
39. Hat size
40. Small amount
41. Say grace
42. Patty topper
43. Baking powder
44. Equipped a
45. Patron saint of
46. Fabricated stories
47. Declares
48. Thin wedge for
49. DOE's nickname
50. Baseball stadium drama
51. Punish by
52. Threatening cold child. "No words"
53. Fragrance
54. Colorless
55. FOOlish person
56. Spruce's cousin
57. Vlslbly embarrassed
58. Football field drama
59. Hotel room fee
60. JOins closely
61. Interior barrier
62. Adored person
63. Reporter's quest speaking female
64. Patty topper
65. TV miner's find
66. Socks set
67. Burden
68. Bond portrayer Roger
69. Bit of information
70. Not very busy
71. Feel the kitty
72. Legend-laden bush
73. House additions
74. Declares
75. Trendy sandwich
76. Core of the cold
77. "Walks in laug...
78. "For _ up a child"
79. Really move
80. Louisey Slugger
81. Pointy Nose
82. Body of water
83. Inspector
84. Cry loudly
85. "What's the"
86. Spanner-speaking female
87. More rigid
88. Commission
89. Pertume compound
90. Declares
91. Trendy wedge for levelling
92. Threatening words
93. Fragrance
94. Colorless
95. Inactive gas
96. French person
97. Hotel room fee
98. Interior barrier
99. Adored person
100. Reporter's quest
101. Miner's find

---

**DOWN**

1. Crack from the cold
2. Rolling in dough
3. Spanuts
4. Conqueror of the Aztecs
5. PUblicity
6. "Dedicated to the Love"
7. Instant
8. Spatula
9. Tennis court drama
10. Commotion
11. Release
12. Perfume compound
13. Bird with a bundle?
14. Hawaiian port
15. "Rose Tattoo" actress
16. Worlds of exploration
17. "Expressive Housewives"
18. Clean-cut
19. Inflamed
20. Racetrack drama
21. Baking chamber
22. _For us a precedent leveling
24. Longoria of "Desperate Housewives"
25. Group of stations
26. Basketball court drama
27. Football field drama
28. Dock docker grounding
29. Butterfly
30. Louisville Slugger
31. PoetrY Muse
32. "Starpeace" musician
33. Close In on
34. Fit for cultivation
35. Cup lip
36. 80 dyof water
37. Inspector
38. Get from (progress slightly)
39. Hat size
40. Small amount
41. Say grace
42. Patty topper
43. Baking powder
44. Equipped a
45. Patron saint of
46. Fabricated stories
47. Declares
48. Thin wedge for
49. DOE's nickname
50. Baseball stadium drama
51. Punish by
52. Threatening cold child. "No words"
53. Fragrance
54. Colorless
55. FOOlish person
56. Spruce's cousin
57. Vlslbly embarrassed
58. Football field drama
59. Hotel room fee
60. JOins closely
61. Interior barrier
62. Adored person
63. Reporter's quest speaking female
64. Patty topper
65. TV miner's find
66. Socks set
67. Burden
68. Bond portrayer Roger
69. Bit of information
70. Not very busy
71. Feel the kitty
72. Legend-laden bush
73. House additions
74. Declares
75. Trendy sandwich
76. Core of the cold
77. "Walks in laug...
78. "For _ up a child"
79. Really move
80. Louisey Slugger
81. Pointy Nose
82. Body of water
83. Inspector
84. Cry loudly
85. "What's the"
86. Spanner-speaking female
87. More rigid
88. Commission
89. Pertume compound
90. Declares
91. Trendy wedge for levelling
92. Threatening words
93. Fragrance
94. Colorless
95. Inactive gas
96. French person
97. Hotel room fee
98. Interior barrier
99. Adored person
100. Reporter's quest
101. Miner's find

---

*2006 Thomas W. Schier. Distributed by CrosSynergy(TM) Syndicate*
Conn Hosts NESCAC Championships

Women’s Soccer Looks For NESCAC Win Against Bowdoin

By Mark Fena

Soccer Team

The Connecticut College Women’s Soccer team came home this past weekend to face the NESCAC rival Trinity College. This was their first home game for the season.

The game began and immediately took control. There was no doubt that the Camels were going to be the ball far better than Trinity, and this was shown in the multiple opportunities that the home team had in their offensive zone. Unable to find the finishing touch, however, the game remained scoreless throughout this barrage of Camels’ dominance. As has happened to the Camels rather often this year, their perpetual “almost” and the opponent’s need for some scoring opportunity ended up in Trinity gripping the lead. Trinity midfielder Dewa Nwamaka ’09 settled the ball first in the 9th minute. This goal came two minutes after Conn had a couple of opportunities.

En route to their home stint, as the last month of the season begins, the Camels are looking to finish on a high note. They will be facing Bowdoin and the likes of the College of New York next weekend to end their home season. The Bantams have been able to achieve some level of dominance in the NESCAC thus far this season, they have had two wins and two losses. Conn was hoping to be able to make a statement against the Bantams, placing 10th overall with a time of 19:18.

The Bantams will look for their scoring opportunities, the most prominent section in particular, to come out and shine themselves on Saturday against the visitors from Bowdoin.

Banner and Self Service will be unavailable from 5PM on Thursday October 19 until 8:30 AM on Monday 23 in order for the systems to be up graded.

The go-live for this month has been scheduled for this month.

Banner and Self Service will be unavailable from 5PM on Thursday October 19 until 8:30 AM on Monday 23 in order for the systems to be upgraded.

The upgraded system will have a more polished and crispier look. Any questions regarding this upgrade can be addressed to Karen Arromney.

Karen Arromney
Extension x2357
klarr@conn.edu
Successful Weekend For Conn Sailing

By Eric DeBar

It was a strong showing for the Connecticut coed sailing team at the Hap Moore Team Race. The recently concluded event, which is the largest of its kind in the country, was played on the East Coast. All in all, seventeen teams arrived in Genoa to compete for the top spot.

Similarly, to the Hap Moore Team Race, the Camels had a very successful afternoon at Hobart, falling for the home team was co-captain Kim 97 and Elitos Lemand 98 in the "B" division. In the "B" division, Nat Taylor 97 and co-captain Grace Konno 98 and Will Smith 98 helped with the swing, the players that were playing the game and even the kids who were at a little bit of the game. According to the manager, the team does have some very good players who also make a big difference.

When the team loses? The star gets blamed, trek across campus, through the athletic facilities, and goal, and Winslow Robinson 08 chipped in two goals for the Camels, who showed their versatility on both sides of the ball, especially in terms of their offensive capabilities. They hope that they will be able to carry this over into the season and bring back a series of games at the Bowdoin College Polar Bears during fall weekend.

Men's Soccer Rolls Past Trinity, Mitchell

Terry Munson also died in a plane crash in the middle of New York City, where he had been employed for the past three months.

Whether or not you feel sad for the families of the victims, that's a separate issue, and losing. I see it as my duty to acknowledge someone who tragically passed away. I never wanted to write about than my favorite team, but I feel that it is important to write about legendary figures in the sports media. I was worried that I would look stupid or silly, but when I heard the tragic news that former New York Yankee pitcher Don Larsen had died in a plane crash in California, I knew that I had to do something. I felt no desire to write a critique of the 2006 New York Yankees. I'm not sure what to feel.

Putting Sports In Perspective

Sometimes it's funny how the sports world is connected. I was reading the New York Times the other day and it mentioned Don Larsen. I thought that this might be the perfect topic for my column. What better thing could I write about than my favorite teams managing to turn in a pathetic performance? I put the writing delay seemingly orchestral for today and thought about the week. I was sitting here ready to write a column for two reasons. First, I was worried that I would look stupid or silly, but when I heard the tragic news that former New York Yankee pitcher Don Larsen had died in a plane crash in California, I knew that I had to do something. I felt no desire to write a critique of the 2006 New York Yankees. I'm not sure what to feel.
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